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WA Team Time Trial Championships 2014 – Rider Information 
 

Numbers 

The larger number should be placed centered on the jersey pockets and securely                                

fixed using all 4 pins. The smaller number to be placed under the left arm, and facing half left to be 

easily read by the timekeeper. Additional pins are available from registration should you need them. 

Timing transponders will be given out at registration. 
 

Junior Roll-Outs 

As soon as you have been registered, and immediately after finishing, take your bike to the person 

supervising the gear check roll-outs for your machine to be checked. 

Roll-outs will be conducted just behind the registration area. 
 

Late Starts 

Late starts will not be entertained unless caused by a mechanical failure in the first 100 metres of 

the race. In this case the timekeeper will fit you in on an even minute with your time counting from 

that time. For any other late starts the timekeeper may allow, ride time will be taken from your 

scheduled start time. 
 

Courtesy 

Once you have completed your ride please do not cross the finishing line again unless your numbers 

and transponder have been removed.  
 

Race Turns 

The map overleaf shows the full 50km course (25km each direction). The intermediate turns for 

juniors will be at 10, 15 and 20kms along the course and will be fully signed and marshaled. Women 

and Masters turns are at 30 and 40kms. Riders should monitor their computers to ensure they do not 

turn at the wrong turn point. The starts have been staggered to allow signage to be dismantled on 

completion of the grade but riders can get behind schedule and overtaking by a subsequent grade 

cannot be ruled out. 
 

Counting Riders 

For all Junior events the time of the second rider over the line will be the time used to determine 

the Team Time. For Women’s teams the rider counting will be the second rider of the 3 rider team. 

For Master’s and Elite Men’s grades the third rider of the 4 rider team over the line will be the 

counting rider. 
 

Punctuality 

The race will start on time – so make sure your whole team is ready to start on time. The start is in 

the Pinjarra TyrePower yard on the corner of South Western Highway and Paterson road. You will be 

heading North along Paterson Road. Course Map below: 

http://www.pdcc.asn.au/
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Presentations 

Medals and prizes will be awarded after the event in the beer garden of the Premier Hotel at 12:30. 

It would be appreciated by those that have worked hard to make this event possible if as many riders 

as possible could be there for the presentations. 

 


